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EDITORIAL
Editorial

To our readers:
The International Coalition of YMCA Universities is pleased to present the third edition of
its Journal of the International Coalition of YMCA Universities to the members of the Coalition
as well as to the worldwide YMCA community toward the purpose “to strengthen the movement
and the community-at-large.” The outstanding editorial team of George Jennings from the
Universidad YMCA de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico; and Mauricio Massari and Gisele de
Oliveira from the Faculdade de Educação Física da Associação Cristã de Moços de Sorocaba,
Brazil, has again put together a collection of articles, “Sharing Experiences,” and essays.

The theme for this issue of the Journal is leisure and recreation. Leisure and recreation are
important components of a holistic view of life that recognizes the need for balance between
work and time free from work, between activity during times that one is fulfilling obligations and
during free time. Activities during times free from work serve to restore our being, expand our
horizons, and stretch our abilities.

John R. Mott, general-secretary of the International Committee of the YMCA through the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and, as we all know, recipient of the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1946, was a man known for his activity, his energy, his non-stop commitment “to the
YMCA, to missionary activities, and to ecumenical work” as stated in his brief biography found
on the Nobel Prize website (http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/1946/mott-
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facts.html). But there was another side to him. In a biography of him written by Galen Fisher in
1907 when Mott was 42 years old, the leisure side of Mott was recognized.

But Mott by no means forgets that he has a body which must be kept in perfect trim if it is to
stand the strain. His recreation, however, like his work, is intense. The only way he can get free
from incessant demands is to go into the woods of Canada, where he has a log cabin, ten miles
away from a railway or telegraph office. (Fisher, G.M. [1907]. John R. Mott: An appreciation.
Tokyo: Japanese Young Men’s Christian Association Union.)

Although the time is long past that one’s distance from “railway or telegraph office”
measures one’s ability to enjoy leisure or recreational time, the principle remains the same: All
human beings need leisure and recreation toward healthy, holistic, active living and rewarding
relationships.

For several of us in the International Coalition and for more than 1200 others from YMCAs
from more than 80 countries, we had the opportunity from 29 June to 5 July to experience that
balance between “work and time free from work” at the 18th World Council of YMCAs in Estes
Park, Colorado, USA. It was an incredible experience for all of us who were privileged to
attend.

As with the previous editions of the Journal, we are grateful to all the contributors in this
edition numbering seven, a group which reflects the variety of roles and the diversity of nations
in the International Coalition of YMCA Universities. You will find contributors in the three
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sections of the Journal that include faculty and students of member institutions in Sorocaba,
Brazil; London, England; and Mexico City, Mexico.

In looking ahead through our second year of publication, 2014-2015, we will again have an
edition of the Journal in May. The theme of our May edition will be “projects in the YMCA.”
More information regarding the next edition will be sent out early in 2015.

Please continue to let us know your thoughts regarding the Journal as we seek through this
medium to strengthen the YMCA movement and the communities that we serve through our
work.

Robert J. Willey, Jr., Ph.D.
Coordinator, International Coalition of YMCA Universities
Dean, School of Human Services
Springfield College
Springfield, Massachusetts, USA
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THE INFLUENCE OF MUSIC…

The influence of music on weight training exercises

Rafael Arantes Silva

Physical Education College -YMCA Sorocaba – FEFISO/ACM Sorocaba – Brazil
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Abstract

Nowadays we can find that the music combined with exercise can be a motivational factor,
affecting the people performance. This article aims to analyze the influence of music on weight
training exercises, the reason for using the song, the style that appeals more and motivates the
participants, and if there is a more appropriate style to be listened to during the execution of the
exercise. The research sample consisted of 20 volunteers who listened to music during the
exercise of an individualized weight training, and answered a questionnaire with open and closed
questions, in the workout gym in YMCA Sorocaba, Brazil. The results show that music can be
important to exercise.

Keywords: Weight Training; music; motivation.
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Resumen

Hoy en día podemos encontrar que la música se combina con ejercicio puede ser un factor de
motivación, lo que afecta el rendimiento de las personas. Este artículo tiene como objetivo
analizar la influencia de la música en los ejercicios de entrenamiento de peso, la razón para usar
la canción, el estilo que atrae más y motiva a los participantes, y si hay un estilo más apropiado
para ser escuchado durante la ejecución del ejercicio. La muestra de la investigación consistió en
20 voluntarios que escucharon música durante el ejercicio de un entrenamiento de peso
individualizado, y respondió a un cuestionario con preguntas abiertas y cerradas, en el gimnasio
de entrenamiento en Brasil, YMCA Sorocaba. Los resultados muestran que la música puede ser
importante hacer ejercicio.

Palabras clave: Entrenamiento con pesas; música; motivación.
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The influence of music on exercises of weight training

Nowadays many people are worried about having a balanced life and look for possibilities in
order to include leisure and recreational activities in their daily routines. Weight training shows
up as a way when we listen about quality of life and health. It is noted the use of music by the
practitioners at gym, by headphones or the radio and the sounds that we can find in this place.
In weight training, people seek to perform strength training, aiming to improve wellness,
physical appearance, symmetry, and strength. Weight training seems very present with regard to
health benefits and fitness of people of both sexes and all age groups (Bean, 1999). To define
music we can find the concept that music refers to a language, that is universal and the way of
expression is the sound (Haas & Garcia, 2003).
The musical emotion promotes physiological and psychological responses through the action
of physical and psychic phenomena that excite our nerves. The sound affects the autonomic
nervous system, the basis of emotional reactions, and physiological responses that motivate, are
directly connected the sound vibrations, while the psychological reactions are linked sound
relationships, allowing association, evocation and integration of experiences (Zampronha, 2007).
Listening to music releases in people feelings, emotions that are in our subconscious, or that
were also forgotten, it can also generate new feelings. In sports, athletes are psychologically very
demanding, so the emotions are always above normal levels, the music influences the emotional
state athlete in this whole process of preparing for competitions. Choosing the right music can
stimulate elevate their moral, physical or technical work, when individuals feel discouraged for
reasons of fatigue or even the stress of everyday life (Paula, 1996).
In Brazil we can see gyms using music in various classes such as step aerobics, located
gymnastics and stretching. There are people who do not like physical activities, in this case the
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use of songs which the individual likes, could be a pleasurable stimulus in the exercise practice,
easing the sense of "suffering" that physical exercise can bring, and may block, for example,
stimulation of reaching the brain fatigue, causing the individual to perform activities for longer
time (Martins & Duarte, 1997).
Music is a strong ally for motivational in exercise, music can influence the perceived
exertion, heart rate, level of adrenaline, endurance and muscle power, these benefits are
associated with improved athletic performance, and the greater adherence to physical exercise
because of music. It is inevitable to mention music and not associate it with the psychological
structure, it conveys emotions, brings memories and sensations, it is present in many places with
the purpose to brighten, entertain and bring pleasure to the listener. It is notorious in public parks
and gyms, people seeking sound stimuli to make physical exercise a more pleasurable activity,
music may be present in these environments collectively, which are used several amplifiers or
also individually, with hearing of mp3 devices, no matter how it may influence the human body
and the performance (Floriano, 2011).
Simões (2010) conducted an analysis of the influence of music in aerobic exercise in
ergonomic machines for 32 volunteers, 16 men and 16 women, aged between 18 and 50. The
main objective was analyse the music effect of music in aerobic exercise of moderate intensity,
the researchers concluded that the music not only improves the moods and motivational, but also
if there is an improvement in the performance of executive functions. It was found that with the
use of music during the activity it was obtained an increase of force for execution while a
decrease in negative mood-related factors, such as anxiety, depression, hostility, confusion was
noted.
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Nakamura, Deustch and Kokubun (2008) analyzed the influence of the favorite and not
favorite music on people during the exercise and implementation of the same activity without
music. There were no changes in relation to factors such as perceived of effort, the same can be
said regarding these effects from the experience with not a favorite song, or even without
listening to music. There were no physiological changes with the songs (favorite, not favorite).
However it was found that both songs influence the moods, but they were not able to improve
performance during exercise.
According to Silva and Gress (2012), after conducting a study in which 132 students
answered a question, what is your musical style preference had heard during the practice of
weight training, it was found that electronic music had 96 votes (72, 7%), followed by rock
music with 13 (9.8%) and pop rock music 12 (9.1%), in fourth, popular songs at the moment
with 6 votes (4.5%) and sertanejo1 with 5 (3.8 %). These research students could choose from 13
different musical styles, pointing to the first and third preferred to least preferred style. In
another question 116 students were asked which musical styles they would not choose to do
weight training, and funk got the most number of votes: 22 votes (19%), followed by forró: 21
(18.1%), gospel: 19 (16.4 %), rock music had 16 votes (13.8%), pagode 15 (12.9%), and finally
samba and Sertanejo: 12 votes (10.3%) and 11 votes (9.5% ) respectively.

1

Sertanejo, forró, pagode, MPB (Popular Brazilian Music) and samba are some examples of

musical styles from Brazil.
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Methodology

Twenty practitioners of weight training who listen to songs in an individualized manner
during the execution of the exercises in weight training were invited to answer a questionnaire.
There were male and female participants aged 18 to 35. All of them practiced weight training at
YMCA Sorocaba.
The consent form was previously applied to the questionnaire. Following a questionnaire
based on Silva and Gress (2012), Miranda and Godeli (2002), and Moura et al. (2007) was
answered, including open and closed questions.
The presentation of the results, will be made by graphical, numerical data and qualitative
analysis of the results.
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Results and discussion

Question 1 – Which musical style(s) do you prefer to listen to while practicing weight
training?

Others (Black
music 1, Pagode
1, Punk 1, Opera
dramatic theme
1): 4

Sertanejo: 2
Reggae: 1

Eletrônica: 12
Funk: 0
Heavy metal: 3

Rock: 14

Hip hop/Rap: 9
Pop : 5
Dance: 6

MPB: 0

The styles that appealed more to the practice of weight training are stronger, energetic styles
as Rock, Electronic, Hip Hop / Rap, were the most cited by Interviewees. According to Terry and
Karageorghis (2006), the practice of exercise, with the accompaniment of music should match
the level of effort that this exercise will bring, considering a high intensity exercise such as
weight training, if the individual chooses to use music, the style must match to be similar to the
level of effort that the exercise will provide.
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Question 2 - Main reason for the use of music during weight training:

Distraction : 3
Relaxation:
4
Rhythmicity: 5
Concentration
:6

Leisure : 3

Motivation:
17

Adhesion: 0

Authors such as Floriano (2011), Moura et al. (2007), Nakamura, Deustch and Kokubun
(2008), Bach and Macedo (2010), who say that music can motivate during the exercise, giving
more confidence to the individual, consequently making the execution of the activity more
pleasurable.
Question 3 - Which option would make you continue the weight training longer?
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Weight Training
without music: 1

Weight Training
with music: 19

This result shows that as Wieland (2012) cited the music serves as a way to encourage the
person to perform the activity for a longer period of time. You can also do the exercise with
more pleasure and comfortable, the music in exercise is important for adhesion, as found in
Simões (2010), Miranda and Godeli (2002), and Martins and Duarte (1997).
Question 4 - Do you think that listening to music during strength training can influence your
performance during the practice?
Five participants answered Yes to this question while 12 answered Yes, and justified their
answer by mentioning that music made them increase their concentration, motivation, will to
train, inspiration, etc. Some of the participants commented that the style of the song influenced
them if they were faster or slower.
We have reports as the third interviewee citing that the music in weight training would make
blood circulation increase, interviewee 18 who said that the energies increase when you listen to
a song during the running training. These two comments can be interpreted as a physiological
effect that music can bring to the individual in the exercise, as quoted Floriano (2011), Wieland
(2012), Terry and Karageorghis (2006), listening to music can change the perception of effort,
heart rate, level of adrenaline, endurance and muscle power and can improve sports performance
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of the practitioner. Todres (2006) also mentions that music can block pain stimuli because it is a
nice psychological stimulus to this person, going to the opposite way Simões (2010), Nakamura,
Deustch and Kokubun (2008), say that this relationship of improvement in exercise is more
linked to the psychological effects than the physiological effects.
Question 5 - Have you ever done weight training with and without music? How did you feel?
The Interviewees answered yes. They had practiced weight training with and without the use
of music; the majority of the respondents cited that with the use of music they felt more
motivated to do the exercise, and also they could get a higher concentration, desire to train more.
On the other hand without music they mentioned that they didn´t feel the same such as they did
weight training listening to some songs, such as they were without a stimulus for their weight
training, making them feel unmotivated.
It may be noted the appeal of adhesion that Martins and Duarte (1997), Mohammadzadeh,
Tartibiyan and Ahmadi (2008), Simões (2010) have cited earlier, in the comment of interviewee
18 “The training schedule that I do is after work and I'm tired, sometimes when I forget the
headphone, I lose the will to train, with the music it seems that the workout finishes faster."
Question 6 – Does the type of music (fast / slow, strong / weak, soft / energetic) influence the
way you perform weight training or how you behave?
Interviewees said that with faster, stronger musical styles we can have an influence related to
motivation, force, though we had some answers in which interviewees said that they didn´t feel
changes in behavior with the style of the music, at the same time not changing how to perform
the movement in the execution of the exercise.
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This idea of interference in the behavior and performance on the exercise can be explained
by Todres (2006), who states that listening to music affects the physical, emotional, cognitive
and social individuals of all age groups.
Question 7 – Is the music that affects you during weight training related to your favorite
styles of music?

No: 1

Yes: 19

We can associate this result to the idea of the favorite music, and at the same time not
favorite, that can influence positively and negatively the exercise, in other words the more you
enjoy music while you perform certain training, more benefits, this exercise will be more
enjoyable, as we find in Nakamura, Deustch and Kokubun (2008) and Bach and Macedo (2010).
Question 8 – Does the musical style influence the motivation for a weight training? Respond
0-10 considering the level of motivation that particular musical style offers you (0 = it does not
motivate me, 10 = I feel very motivated)
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These results can be related to the idea of the relation musical style x exercise intensity of
Terry and Karageorghis (2006), and the relation of listening to favorite and not favorite songs
cited in Nakamura, Deustch and Kokubun (2008), and Bach and Macedo (2010).
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Conclusion

It was found out that music can be an important ally to exercise, according to the
interviewees. This listening session motivates positively the execution of the exercise, making
the person feel a better state of encouragement, experiencing this training in a pleasurable way
because music shows up as a pleasant stimulus to people. However at the same time it motivates,
focuses, we found out that this song goes unnoticed in relation to the exercise in weight training,
because the sound stimulus comes to the autonomous system, and the same causes involuntary
reactions in each individual according to the sensitivity of each one, as cites Zampronha (2007),
many people do not realize these psychological (motivation), physiological reactions that music
can bring.
Finally, music can be better explored especially in activities that involve efficiency,
performance training, because it will help people focus on the exercise, motivate themselves,
seek to overcome their limits through psychological reactions, although it is very common to
find reports that by listening to music in training you can become stronger, less tired, with more
vigor those are considered physiological effects, but at the same time those reactions, those
feelings of being more agitated, motivated, having more willingness, the accomplishment of
increased strength, stamina, blocking stimuli of pain, among others are more linked by
psychological perception.
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As children, we are wanders, either by way of mind or corporeal movement, or both. We are
driven by little, but dynamic engines of curiosity and the desire to discover. Perhaps there’s an
evolutionary explanation for this, or some psychological or social primer pushes us when we are
small, to the outskirts of our psycho-physical environments. I’ve been associated with the
YMCA now for more years than I care to remember. My father and grandfather were too. But
as a boy, for me and many of my peers, the worst thing about youth facilities was that they are
‘youth’ facilities. As a kid, the last place I, or anyone I knew, wanted to go was a place designed
for ‘youth’. ‘Other’ places, places where I could be, but shouldn’t have altogether been, were
much more attractive; they had a pull of their own – they were places where ‘stuff’ happened or
could be made to happen. On a rush of instinct and fun, even though I came from a relatively
poor, hard area, with those I grew with, I found the no-man’s-lands, the paths less trodden and
here I, part of a ‘we’ and an ‘us’, became who we were and are. This was not so much recreation as creation, not exactly leisure, but a close enough synonym, freedom. The child looks
for places where both freedom and creation can meld, locations where one can give rise to the
other. These territories are both actual and ethereal, they make us as much as we make them,
perhaps particularly in retrospect.
I something less than a teenager when I attended ‘reserve’ games at West Ham's Upton Park
ground2. In those days of 1960’s soccer (or ‘football’ as we Brits call the game) in the UK,

2

Traditionally each professional (and some stronger amateur) soccer club has a ‘reserve’ team. These sides are

made up of players who for one reason or another (being out of favour or form, young/up and coming players,
players past their best but still with contracts or those coming back from injury) have not been selected for immanent
‘first team’ (big/important) games. Upton Park has been the home of West Ham United for over a century. West
Ham for the most of the club’s history over the last 50 years among the top 20 teams (First Division/Premier
League) in England although not of the same scale as (for instance) Manchester United or Arsenal. West Ham
(nicknamed the ‘Hammers’ or the ‘Irons’, an echo of the team’s heritage in the ship building industry, as Thames
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those players not selected for the ‘big’ Football League games would contest their own
competitions, cup and league games. Once these matches attracted many thousands, but by the
time I was standing on the terraces, perhaps, at best a few hundred people would turn up. The
entrance fee was cut price, so many of those attending would not have the most disposable
income; there were in the main older folk and kids like me.
The area where I was born and grew up in was a place still emerging from the darkness of
war when I first saw the light of day. It was a grey time, and the black and white photographs of
the time depict more of the mood of the area than the first colour snaps. But football brought
light and life to that world. It was West Ham who grabbed the collective imagination. In the
1950s and early 1960s when they played everyone felt that something was happening down in
the East End3; this was the magic that comes of putting the docklands battling spirit together
with football intelligence and an effort to produce something akin to art. The ‘game of winter’ on
cold nights, east of the Tower, north of the river4, the air was filled with a celebratory cacophony
from the docks that could be heard by children in their beds from the Essex5 riverside in

Ironworks Football Club) are ‘the’ Cockney (East London/East End) side.
3

This part of Britain’s capital city that was (and to some extent still is) known for its relative poverty,

gangsters/crime, and its own culture, which in particular is recognised for its stoicism/sense of humour.
Historically, because it encompasses the dockland area of the city, this district took the brunt of bombing during the
Second World War (the ‘Blitz’; this story is set less than 20 years after that the War, when the area still bore the
marks of the conflict; I was brought up with the bomb-sties as my playgrounds) but also the relatively limited aerial
attacks of the First World War that were nevertheless also devastating for parts of the area
4

The East London boroughs lie east of the Tower of London and north of the River Thames. While some boroughs

south of the Thames might be thought of as East London, it was thought of (and to some extent continues is) as a
‘foreign land’ by many in the traditionally ‘Cockney’ boroughs lying ‘north of the River’
5

The English County immediately butting the East London borough of Newham where this story is set (although at

that time Newham was two boroughs, East and West Ham; West Ham United Football Club although founded in
West Ham, from 1904 made it’s home in East Ham – something that never failed to confuse visitors alongside the
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Tilbury6 to Poplar7, sitting on the doorstep of the City8. Tug-boat toots and the mighty blast of
the horns of disgorged cargo ships sang a 'knees up' of sound that signalled that the alliance of
London pride and Essex grit, the stuff that made West Ham a place, not just a football team, but
a place that endured and prevailed.
Now, when there are non-first team games (youth teams, etc.) the Upton Park pitch is hardly
ever used, it is saved and preserved for first-team games. I started attending reserve games when
I was about five or six. My four or five mates and me would play as imaginary Hammers (West
Ham’s nickname) against those we identified as Spurs (Tottenham Hotspurs), Arsenal (both big
time London rivals) or, for some reason I can't recall, Estudeantes de la Plata9 in the FA Cup
final in Castle Street, E13 (the road that abuts West Ham’s Upton Park ground) waiting for the
gates to the North Bank to be opened at half-time allowing us to 'flood' into the near-deserted
edifice. The North Bank stood where the Centenary Stand now overlooks the Irons' (the other
West Ham nickname) sacred turf and from its forsaken, yawning entrails we'd watch snatches of
fact that West Ham is located in East London)
6

The down-river town (in Essex) that after the Second World War become the dock complex closest to London (the

East London docks being unable to handle container traffic)
7

Newham’s East London neighbouring borough (now part of Tower Hamlets)

8

Again (confusingly) although more than 8 million people live in London and the suburbs that are part of it, and it is

a city in every sense of the word, ‘The City’ or ‘City of London’ refers to a city and ceremonial county within
London. It constituted most of London from its settlement by the Romans in the 1st century AD to the Middle Ages.
The City is now only a tiny part of the metropolis of London (often referred to as ‘the square mile) although it
remains a notable part of central London. It is one of two districts of London to hold city status, the other being the
adjacent City of Westminster, the centre of government.
9

Club Estudiantes de La Plata (‘Student Club of La Plata’) usually referred to as simply ‘Estudiantes’, is an

Argentine professional sports club based in La Plata. The club's football team currently competes in the Primera
División, where it has spent most of its history. The club is amongst the most successful teams in Argentina. In
1960s, Estudiantes was the first team outside of the traditional "big five" to win a professional league title. They
were to contest the ‘world club’ championship. As such they were a something of a ‘role-model’ for West Ham
supporters; they demonstrated what was possible
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the game between mimicking first-team match days, crushing up together behind a single barrier,
shouting and laughing while imploring the claret and blue (our colours) second string to 'Coomyon-uuu-liiiionnnnzzz!!!
Other distractions from viewing West Ham's twilight regiment of future and past being
pulverized (memory's can be evasive) included games of 'he' and standing directly in front of
lone pensioners. We would look at these old boys in counterfeit shock as they pelted us with a
comfortably predictable deluge of verbal filth. We would also mime 'crowd riots' (a challenge for
such a small group with a collective age of 35) or line up one behind the other and 'do pushers',
sending all of us tumbling down the stand (it was ‘all-standing’ then) like overcoated dominoes.
Another favourite pastime was conga-ing up and down the near-uninhabited concrete, chanting,
to the tune of The Seven Dwarves classic 'Hi-Ho!': 'Mile End10, Mile End, Mile End, Mile End,
Mile End ...' The was the mantra of the ‘Mile End Mob’, the massive and amorphous West Ham
gang of so called “Hooligans”. In truth, the Mob was mostly lonely adolescents looking for an
identity, but we of course could only aspire to inclusion in such a ‘Firm11’. For all this our
performances could go on for nearly 20 minutes and occasionally more than an hour.
The Mile End would meet at Mile End underground station to become West Ham's travelling
buccaneer army of the 1960s. The 'Mob' was a collection of match day youth gangs, young tribes

10

Mile End station is a London Underground station. This station connects the District Line (along which most of

West Ham’ supporters lived) with the Central Line. It is here where one would change trains to get to other football
grounds in London, but also to get to stations that connect with the national rail system, used to transport supporters
to football clubs all over England and Wales. So Mile End was a traditional meeting place for the young supporters
from the ‘villages’ (different districts of) East London and West Essex (West Ham, East Ham, Poplar, Dagenham,
Hornchurch, Stepney, Whitechapel and others)
11

This ‘organisation’ has been mythologized in films such as ‘Green Street’ and ‘Cass’. Often referred to as the

‘Intercity Firm’ (the successor of the ‘Mile End Mob’ – a reference to the Intercity railway service that connected up
the cities of Britain) its progress and performance has been highly exagerated
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of weekday rivals from different parts of East London and West Essex, an area then still pockmarked by the ravages of the Blitz and continuing poverty. Come the next first-team game, this
conglomerated 'crew' would crush together on to the North Bank to renew their collective
allegiance to the mighty Hammers. One day we would join their ranks and carouse around the
urban wastelands of England celebrating being 'us'. But on that winter's evening, as the
floodlights of the Boleyn Ground (this is the other name of West Ham’s home) broke through the
icy mist that shrouded London's Docklands, maybe 500 dawns into the 'swinging' decade of the
last century, we were far too young to be part of that. Our ambitions were set on becoming
'Snipers', the under-13 (more or less) cadet corps of the 'Mile End'. It was just after singing and
swaying to the Sniper hymn 'Snniiiipuzzz! Snniiipuzzz!' that I got knocked unconscious.
In time with our homage, my little choir pointed towards what was then the enclosure where
visiting supporters would be directed, the despised South Bank (which would eventually
metamorphose into the ‘Bobby Moore Stand’12). The South Bank would be transformed into the
'home end' in a rather lame effort to break the cult of the 'Mile End' and control match-day
trouble. The tactic was to mark the end of the MEM, but it gave rise to its more malevolent
successor, the Intercity Firm.
Our 'Sniperian' sonnet had been going some moments when the ball was murdered by the
chest of West Ham's Johnny ‘Budgie’ Byrne. Then a rising star of the claret and blue, a young
England cap, who had been bought at huge cost from Crystal Palace. The stained sphere fell,

12

Arguably West Ham and England’s greatest ever player. He captained both is club and his country, leading

England to World Cup victory in 1966. He also led West Ham to victories in the FA Cup and the European Cup
Winners Cup; that side were the last all-English XI to win the FA Cup and the last all-English team to win a
European trophy; most of the players were born within 15 miles of the club, so in the main, Cockney. Bobby
Moore’s statue stands at the entrance of Wembley Stadium (the home of English football). There is another in
Newham, close to Upton Park.
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seemingly as slow as a leaf, to receive a mighty belt from the Byrne right boot. The shot
screamed towards the goal, but with the lightest kiss atop the away side's bar, the oscillating orb
cannoned on ... straight towards ... me.
I don't know how, when or why I decided that I would head the ball back at Byrne, but,
spreading both arms wide, I pushed my compatriots aside and flung myself towards the oncoming missile. I saw it spinning in the air; turning like some mad banshee13, it screamed its
coming and I knew I would make contact; I would meet this challenge and connect with my
team. I would be totally Hammered!
The last thing I remember before leather met cranium was marvelling that so much turn
could be applied at such great force; then the lights went out, at least in my diminutive, infantile
nut anyway. In the expanse of my childish unconscious, I had a little dream wherein Percy
Dalton (the peanut man) was arguing with the West Ham manager Ron Greenwood about the
state of the buses; Ron was calling in Yogi Bear to arbitrate - him being smarter than the average
bear - when illumination was restored. I awoke looking into the face of Johnny Byrne. Like,
England international, most expensive footballer 14ever, JOHNNY BYRNE! 'You OK, sonny?'
he asked
looking concerned. My modest firm were standing round in awe, little Colin Jones, the
amazing two-foot Trinidadian, smallest giant in the East End, was mutely holding out a crumpled
piece of paper and a blue betting-office pencil. Byrne had jumped out of the fantasy realm of the
pitch into the stark reality of the North Bank; he had crossed the divide of dreams and run up the
13

The banshee (or banchee) is a spirit in Irish mythology, usually seen as an omen of death and a messenger from

the underworld.
14

The deal that bought Byrne’s contract cost West Ham £65,000. This was a British transfer record at the time when

a fairly smart house in the West Ham district would cost less than £3,000. He had played for another London club,
Crystal Palace. He was 21 when he came to East London and had already been selected to play for England.
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terraces to where I lay. 'Yeah,' I said, trying to pretend that my flight down 20 feet of terraced
hardness had been deliberate. I was planning saying something like, 'I do that all the time, John,'
when he remarked, 'Good header,' and gave a little chuckle as he helped me to my feet. 'Thanks,'
I replied with all the nonchalance I could muster. He signed Tony's scrap of putrid papyrus and
trotted back down to where the other players were, quite rightly, looking up at him from the
other side of reality. That autograph would be with Colin 40 years on. He carried it into eternity
in the top pocket of the suit he wore as he was cremated in a little Catholic chapel, not in
London, but another big city thousands of miles from Upton Park, after a long battle with an evil
illness.
Tony loved ‘Top Cat’, the American cartoon series. It was certainly part of his leisure and
recreation. Top Cat led a group of five friends (Fancy-Fancy, Spook, Benny the Ball, The Brain,
and Choo Choo) who acted as cohorts in his scams. For all of their shenanigans and get-richquick schemes they were, however, nearly always penniless, generally taking life easy and
working out scams only when opportunities presented themselves or they were in need of cash/a
quick dollar. Top Cat's quick wits and fast-talking arsenal of skills were usually enough to keep
him and his friends one step ahead of the law and out of jail.
The ‘indisputable leader of the gang’, Top Cat is able to keep one step ahead of the law.
Known as TC to his friends, he resides in a trash can, where he gets as much sleep as he can.
Relaxed and confident, he longs to live in the lap of luxury, but he is warm enough that we’re
always on his side; he the lovable rogue
I think Tony identified the little gang of cats with us and children. Hoagy's Alley, where TC
and his crew hung out, was another of those ‘places of possibility; on the periphery, and outland
but the centre of everything. Buried deep within New York's intricate system of avenues and
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back streets, the Alley was (in the Top Cat world) situated a short distance away from the docks,
in Manhattan, just as our ‘manor’ rubbed up against the London docklands.
Spook is the beatnik or hipster, forever waffling on in a kind of watered-down jive talk,
Fancy-Fancy is the ladies man, Brains is the dimwit, but an icon and so on. We know these
characters.
The city’s working class suburbs, complete with washing lines slung from building to
building, high over the streets (here a handy source of essential supplies for the gang). Metal fire
escapes coming down from the buildings provide vantage points, a means of flight meeting and
resting places for the gang.
From television crews to local mobsters to foreign princes to Italian restaurateurs pass
through.
The maze of alleyways is filled with empty crates and junk and surrounded by tenement
buildings - low-cost turn of the century housing, warehouses and small businesses. It is a mirror
of my childhood milieu.
With Brooklyn, Queens and The Bronx nearby, the cosmopolitan nature of city life is
reflected in the people who pass through the alley, from Italian deli' owners to Irish cops.
Amongst the businesses backing onto Hoagy's is a bowling alley.
You will expect to hear many and varied accents should you venture into that neighbourhood
– it’s plain some of TC’s group were originally from Brooklyn and Queens as well as Manhattan
itself.
Although the environment never feels quite like it’s the busy, crowded metropolis New York
is. Life goes on, and pleasingly each of the characters seems to lead their own independently of
TC – but whenever he bangs together his bin lids to summon the gang, we always get to see
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whatever activity they are being pulled away from, whether it’s Fancy-Fancy entertaining
another lady friend or the Brain trying to work out exactly where he is or Benny just happily
carrying on with his latest hobby
TC’s often-heard command to his men to “Blur, boys, blur!” Fun and trouble are bedfellows
in this world – I know why Tony loved it. Most of us became very good runners.
Working with youth workers now, many of them sometimes talk about how they are ‘rolemodels’ for young people. I am never sure about that, why would I have wanted to be like a
youth worker? But TC was certainly a role-model as was Johnny Byrne.
My first conversation with Johnny Byrne would not be the last, but our next chat would be
separated by the tumult of my teenage years and John's combustive reign in world football. But
we never really parted. As I followed him and his West Ham, we were all Hammers. Incited by
Bobby Moore, our coming was felt like the distant thunder of a Zulu army jogging, inextricably,
across the veldt15. At the best of times, just when the opposition thought it had heard the last of
the Irons, the portentous presence of Moore would coagulate in the middle of the park and the
buzz of swiftness around the ball would start, eliding out space and enveloping it; Byrne, Hurst,
Boyce, Sissons, Brabrook16 would dazzle, dizzy and confuse to weave the Hammers back into
contention. Sophisticated in assault out of defence, passing along the ground with intoxicating
accuracy, rarely did the ball take flight; darting runs carried it to rock the enemy like lightning
bolts from the claret and blue. A collusion of deft passing and on-the-ball skill was their only

15

Also spelled veld (pronounced velt or felt), it is a type of wide open rural landscape in Southern Africa.

16

Geoff Hurst, Ronnie Boyce, Peter Sissons, Peter Brabrook, other West Ham starts of the time; Hurst (now ‘Sir Geoff’) in

particular, being the club’s post-war record scorer and still the only player to hit a hat-tick (score three goals) in a World Cup Final;
the one won by England in 1966. West Ham had three players in that team, Hurst, Moore and Martin Peters. England beat West
Germany 4-2. Peters scored the other England goal. As such, for West Ham fans, West Ham won the World Cup.
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authority. That West Ham side had the ability to generate an idyll of football. Never had so much
soccer anticipation been stirred to be so thoroughly sated.
The fear years later, probably between the ages of 13 and 18, I didn't see myself as a ‘youth’
- that category, like ‘adolescent’, didn't mean a thing to me (and it still doesn’t tell me much).
Does it say much to anyone in any precise way? Where did it come from? Who invented this
label? Well, it certainly wasn't ‘youth’ themselves. What is young here and now is not the same
as elsewhere and at other times.
How much room is there to make what there is for youth what youth want, if there are people
employed to ‘put on’ what is seen to be good for or fit for youth, while they and others define
what youth is and who young people are, what they need and want?
Now in London, and many other big cities of what we might call the ‘industrialised world’
the young seem either confined to their bedrooms, what headroom they can find in the electronic
universe, or conscripted, one way or another to ‘youth facilities’; special enclaves segregated for
them. Sometimes I look at this world and it looks, even feels confined, maybe according to my
mood claustrophobic. I wonder if is just my years stunting my view or an over-reliance of the
‘outside’ brought on by being hit in the head with a ball many years ago in a lost world I have
come to see as the past.
Appendix 1 (Maps)
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This is a map of ‘modern’ East London, divided by the River Thames. Lewisham,
Greenwich and Bexley are south London boroughs, and not really considered ‘cockney’ (except
by some people from those districts).
Barking & Dagenham, Redbridge and Havering were formally (until some years after the
Second World War) districts of Essex (the English County east of London) as was Newham even
longer ago. The north of Redbridge and Havering tend to be considered more north-east than
East London.
For most of 20th Century the areas that are now the City, the southern part of Hackney,
Tower Hamlets (the name inspired by the notion of the hamlets abutting on to the Tower of
London) and Newham were considered ‘cockney’ East London. However, some people from
Hackney and Tower Hamlets for a time insisted that Newham was not a cockney borough
(considered as the ‘far east end’ because it was once a ‘London metropolitan borough of Essex’).
Most of these boroughs were brought together in the second part of the 20th Century. For
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example Newham was originally West and East Ham, while from 1965 Tower Hamlets
encompassed Bethnal Green Metropolitan Borough Council, Poplar Metropolitan Borough
Council and Stepney Metropolitan Borough Council.

The above shows all the London boroughs. You will notice it is understandable that some in
Waltham Forest and Southwark also lay claim to East London identity
Appendix 2 (statues)
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The statue above, situated close to Upton Park, depicts the World Cup victory of 1966. From
left to right the players are West Ham players Martin Peters, Geoff Hurst, Bobby Moore (carried
on shoulders holding the (Jules Remet Trophy) World Cup and for some odd reason Ray Wilson
(another member of the World Cup team who played for Everton, a football club in Liverpool, at
the time).
The inscription on the base reads:
Immaculate footballer, Imperial defender, Immortal hero of 1966, First Englishman to raise
the World Cup aloft, National Treasure, Master of Wembley, Lord of the game, Captain
extraordinary, Gentleman for all time
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The statue of Bobby Moore at Wembley
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Voluntariado Internacional y Experiencia Profesional, juntos en una noble causa a favor
del amor al prójimo y una cultura de paz

Cristina de la Cruz Casas
Alumna de octavo cuatrimestre, representante de la Comisión de Alumnos y del equipo de
natación de la Universidad YMCA.
Voluntaria y líder YMCA México.
Licenciatura en Administración del Tiempo Libre.
Universidad YMCA, México.
Email: cristina.cruz23@hotmail.com
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El amor universal es el factor más relevante que posee el ser humano para poder llevar a cabo
grandes cambios significativos en la vida. De dicho amor universal, se encuentra el amor al
prójimo, valor universal y fundamental de muchas personas, organizaciones e instituciones,
como por ejemplo mi honorable YMCA y Universidad YMCA. Las cuales me han dado la
oportunidad de ver el impacto y las consecuencias que produce este sublime valor de amor al
prójimo. Uno de tantos impactos en la juventud que he visto gracias a los programas de mi
YMCA, es el programa de jóvenes de paz, que en inglés se denomina Youth Peace Network.
Este verano 2014, tuve la bendición y oportunidad de ser seleccionada, becada y participante
del programa Youth Peace Network, mejor conocido como YPN, que brinda la oportunidad de
capacitar a jóvenes voluntarios y comprometidos con su comunidad y con su institución como la
YMCA, a favor de la paz mundial y de una convivencia en armonía sin importar sexo, raza,
edad, religión, etc.
Junto con organizaciones no gubernamentales y con orientación a trabajo social, la YMCA
GREATER VANCOUVER, CANADA, se toma la tarea de formar alianzas en diferentes países,
por medio de becas que ofrece a los jóvenes voluntarios de la YMCA de todo el mundo,
enviando una convocatoria a cada YMCA para poder seleccionar a las personas que cumpla con
el perfil de representar a su país, su YMCA, su juventud y que se pueda capacitar en Cultura de
Paz a favor del planeta.
El programa consiste en dieciséis becas para todo el mundo, en el cual dieciséis jóvenes
voluntarios y preocupados por ayudar a su comunidad, son capacitados durante tres meses en
Vancouver, Canadá, dividiéndose en etapas para su mayor comprensión. Dichas etapas son:
1. Primera semana de bienvenida e inducción a Vancouver, al programa YPN, capacitación
por parte de la Organización no Gubernamental EQUITAS.
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2. Segunda semana llegada al campamento Elphinstone YMCA, adaptación al ritmo de vida
del campamento y curso de 9 horas de primeros auxilios.
3. Tercera semana capacitación para el campamento con todo el staff del verano.
4. Cuarta semana, inicio de curso de campamento.
5. Quinta semana, actividad en el campamento.
6. Sexta semana, Global Room. Semana en la cual dos países trabajan juntos y programan
actividades recreativas con contenido cultural de cada país del participante YPN. Dándole
la oportunidad a los niños del campamento de conocer diversos aspectos de cada país y
reforzando los valores humanos y derechos de los seres humanos.
7. Séptima semana, actividad en el campamento.
8. Octava semana, actividad en el campamento.
9. Novena semana. Learning Week (Semana de aprendizaje), se lleva a cabo en Vancouver,
en la cual se visitan diversas asociaciones de trabajo y servicio social, donde se realiza una
previa investigación, se colabora y se aprende del funcionamiento de cada una a favor de la
comunidad. Dentro de las organizaciones y lugares que visité durante mi Learning Week,
tuve la oportunidad de asistir al paseo de inducción en la Universidad UBC, ubicada a 30
minutos del centro de Vancouver, visita al departamento de Kinesiología, Ciencias del
Deporte y Recreación. Donde se forjó una excelente relación con el coordinador del
programa internacional y se busca una alianza con la Universidad YMCA MÉXICO.
10. Décima semana, actividad en el campamento.
11. Onceava semana, última semana del campamento.
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12. Doceava semana, semana de preparación del evento de despedida, filmación del video
YPN, construcción de nuestra placa YPN 2014, retroalimentación de la experiencia y
aprendizaje en el campamento, Global Room y Learning Week.
13. Treceava semana, cena de despedida con autoridades y patrocinadores, semana de
convivencia, retroalimentación del evento de despedida y regreso de los participantes de
YPN a sus países.
Se cuenta con el apoyo del campamento Elphinstone YMCA, situado en la ciudad de Gibson,
ubicada a una hora y media de la ciudad de Vancouver. También hay una amplia conexión con la
Asociación Equitas que trabaja con las 34 YMCAs en Canadá, capacitando a jóvenes líderes y
voluntarios en programas recreativos con enfoque de valores humanos y cultura de paz. Gracias
a esta organización pude dar junto con mis compañeros YPN una capacitación de un día al staff
pagado del campamento, en la cual nos enfrentamos a retos como dirigir a capacitación a más de
150 personas y en un idioma (inglés) que no es nuestra lengua materna.
Fue un gran reto y una magnífica experiencia el poder capacitar al staff, se nos presentaron
situaciones que pudimos enfrentar y salir victoriosos, como los nervios y el manejo de grupo en
actividades recreativas con contenido de paz y valores humanos.
Otra de las organizaciones con las que el programa YPN se apoyó demasiado es con la
YMCA LANGARA y YMCA NANOK FAMILIES, las cuales nos enseñaron el concepto de
ayuda social y como manejan todos sus programas de actividades recreativas en YMCA
LANAGARA y cenas de convivencia familiar, donde la YMCA NANOK FAMILIES prepara la
cena y ofrece un espacio de convivencia familiar y sano a favor de mejorar la armonía y la
relación entre madres, padres e hijos. Tuve la oportunidad de participar en las actividades al
dirigirlas junto con mi compañero de Ucrania, es así como dos culturas diferentes y ricas en
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tradiciones (México y Ucrania), trabajaban juntas a favor de una comunidad y convivencia
positiva.
Los países que participaron en este sublime programa fueron los siguientes:


México (2 participantes: una de YMCA México DF y estudiante de la licenciatura en
Administración del Tiempo Libre en la Universidad YMCA, voluntaria, líder y Secretaria
de la Comisión de Alumnos, Cristina de la Cruz Casas. Y Gabriela Fernández Córdova,
líder y voluntaria de la YMCA Cuauhtémoc, Chihuahua);



Brasil (2 participantes);



Indonesia. (1 participante);



China (1 participante);



Líbano (1 participante);



Colombia (1 participante);



República Dominicana (1 participante);



Argentina (1 participante);



España (1 participante);



Ucrania (1 participante);



Suiza (1 participante);



Sudáfrica (1 participante);



República Checa (1 participante).
En total 15 participantes este año ya que desafortunadamente al participante de Nepal, no

obtuvo la visa para ingresar al país. Cabe mencionar que es la primera vez que aceptan y
seleccionan a dos participantes de México. Dando la oportunidad de poder ampliar la relación
entre el programa YPN, y la relación entre México y Canadá para futuros candidatos mexicanos.
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Debo recalcar que me siento muy afortunada de haber pertenecido a este programa
internacional de voluntarios y sobre todo el poder representar a mi YMCA y país, y compartir el
conocimiento y las experiencias que me ha otorgado mi YMCA México y mi Universidad
YMCA, ya que como estudiante de la licenciatura en Administración del Tiempo Libre, esta
experiencia es también una capacitación profesional, puesto que pude poner en práctica los
conocimientos en programas recreativos, tanto en la parte de planeación como en la ejecución.
Así también tuve el honor de ser reconocida como un buen elemento como staff en el
campamento ya que me premiaron con la “PALA ELPHINSTONE”, pala de madera simbólica
que se les otorga sólo 9 personas de (160 personas del staff) que son reconocidas por los jefes del
programa del campamento Elphinstone.
Otro factor que me enorgullece siendo humilde, es la conexión y el contacto que hice con la
Universidad de British Columbia, que es a nivel nacional, de las tres mejores en todo Canadá. Ya
que en la visita que pedí, pude contactar al coordinador del departamento de Kinesiología,
Recreación y Ciencias del Deporte, para que se haga una alianza con la Universidad YMCA
México, para apoyar en programas de intercambio con las licenciaturas de Administración del
Tiempo Libre y Ciencias del Deporte, dando un mayor panorama y preparación a los estudiantes
de dichas licenciaturas.
Para mí, desde mi humilde y agradecida opinión, este maravilloso programa coadyuva a
reforzar el pensamiento, el espíritu y el cuerpo de voluntarios que luchamos por mejorar nuestra
comunidad y planeta. Paso a paso, formando alianzas de hermandad, como las que formé con los
demás participantes de diferentes países, en donde el amor universal y los valores nos unen para
trabajar en equipo y mejorar las áreas de oportunidad que padece cada país.
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Y es que es esencial colaborar con los conocimiento adquiridos en el programa YPN en cada
país, porque la situación de violencia por parte del crimen organizado y la corrupción de algunos
políticos, han llevado a que poblaciones vulnerables, es decir en zonas de riesgo, sean atraídas y
atrapadas por la violencia emocional, psicológica y física. Es ahí que como futura profesional en
Administración del Tiempo Libre, voluntaria y participante de YPN 2014, debo ayudar a mis
semejantes por medio de herramientas como son los programas recreativos con contenido de
cultura de paz, para brindarles otras alternativas que auxilien a evadir la violencia a la que suelen
recurrir. Sin olvidar compartir mi experiencia y los conocimientos adquiridos con todas aquellas
personas que estén interesadas en conocer y ayudar, aplicando el conocimiento. Todo esto por
una humanidad evolucionada y un amor universal impersonal.
Agradezco de manera infinita el apoyo que se me ha dado por parte de la Licenciada Patricia
Jiménez, Coordinadora del Área Internacional, la Licenciada Azalea Ramírez, Coordinadora del
Área de Desarrollo Social, a las autoridades de la YMCA México, a mi Rector Maestro Juan
Baqué, rector de la Universidad YMCA, a mi Maestra Marisela Olivares, coordinadora de la
Licenciatura en Administración del Tiempo Libre, a mis maestros por el apoyo que me han dado
y a la YMCA GREAT OF VANCOUVER por darme esta maravillosa oportunidad y experiencia
que me hace amar más la organización mundial YMCA y el trabajo que hace a favor del AMOR
AL PRÓJIMO para que todos seamos uno.
Gracias, muchas gracias por todo.

Galería Fotográfica
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Participantes YPN 2014
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Cristina de la Cruz Casas, Participante de YMCA México en YPN 2014. (Foto 1: Evento de
Bienvenida y traje típico de Yucatán, México. Foto 2: Evento Cena de Gala y de despedida con
autoridades de YMCA Canadá y patrocinadores. Foto 3: Exposición y presentación de YMCA
MÉXICO y Universidad YMCA MÉXICO)
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Actividades en el Campamento Elphinstone
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Global Room
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Global Room
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Learning week
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Learning Week
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UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, con el Coordinador Internacional del
Departamento de Kinesiología, Recreación y Ciencias del Deporte.

YMCA LANGARA.

Capacitación Play it Fair al STAFF del campamento.
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Organización EQUITAS, la cual trabaja a nivel nacional con las 32 YMCAS en Canadá
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YPN convivencia
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Pala de Madera Premiación

Placa YPN 2014
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YPN Cena de Gala y despedida
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YPN 2014
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Images

Íris A. Santoro Cardoso

In higher education, as in any other school grade, there are countless ways to work on
several contents. When it comes to Physical Education, being the Bachelor degree or the
Teaching Graduation course, the practice of physical activity or exercise immediately comes
to our minds.
Dealing with the daily life of higher education and the hidden knowledge that do not
appear in documents, but are present at every moment, were the basis for the proposal of the
project Images that is held by the students of the 2nd semester of the courses (morning and
evening groups) at FEFISO/ACM Sorocaba.
Through a simple proposal of making students create within their learning environment
ways of thought and expression using creativity, physical education materials, several other
objects, changing large spaces, expanding small ones, discussing and debating with their
partners and with the other characters from this environment. Changing all these pieces of
information into a picture based on some specific topic offered by the teacher, always dealing
with human, environmental and social values was the challenge of the project.
During this practice it was noticed the difficulty of expression, of finding ways to get out
of the common sense, the practice. The picture itself was not the problem, but making it a
transformative idea was actually would make people to come to the exhibition to see them and
that really brought conflicts for many students.
The telephone sets are present in the lives of these students, but the proposal caused
strangeness because it was beyond the photo, a "selfie". "We are proposing that we reeducate
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our ability to see, listen and feel the ideas and actions produced in the space/time of everyday
school and the classroom at their own pace" (Alves & Garcia, 2008, p.17).
Being a part of the Physical Education course curriculum, Pedagogical Bases for Inclusion
in Physical Education, diversity is the motto, the differences are evident in speech, actions,
and practices. This experience with images brought a new meaning to the classes, the teacher,
people’s looking over images as art, as a way of expression, as language, as a practice within
the course and especially as an agent citizen. As Reigota (2002, p.119) states:

"The biggest challenge of an educator is then how to pass the message of the need
for the citizen intervention in local actions in the search for alternatives and
solutions to global problems in a quick, understandable, direct way with specific
knowledge, deconstruction and reconstruction of representations for a better view
of the world with possibilities for action. "

The daily routine of classes is rich and sometimes little explored. Understanding this
reality being inserted therein is what produces new information and knowledge. "These form a
network of knowledge that for many has no expression" (Cardoso, 2007, p. 22). The study
with higher education students is a part of research images, which has been built and the
contributions are many, what will enhance its application.
In order to develop this project, students are organized in groups of three and have a
specific number of weeks to make up a scene and take a picture which represents the theme set
by the teacher. Then, they should give the picture a title and write a text to “translate” into
words what they meant, or the message they wanted to express. The last part of the project
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includes an exhibition in which other students and the community as well can see the pictures
and titles. Later, they can vote and select the best ones.
As a way to illustrate the Project, some students were invited to show their Images. So
the next pages include two of the photos and what students tried to show.
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Firming steps not to erase the origins

Milena Stephanie do Amaral

Picture taken for the Project Images (2nd semester/2013) by Milena Stephanie do Amaral,
Bruna Caroline da Silva Leme Moraes and Erika Cristina Oliveira.
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We tried to express in our picture the idea of the inclusion of the African culture,
according to Law 10.639, a Brazilian law that demands the teaching of Afro-Brazilian Culture
and History in elementary and high schools. Our picture is about overcoming prejudices and
discriminatory attitudes through pedagogical practices that include the study of African
influences on the culture.
Then, with the introduction of this culture in the specific discipline of physical education,
we can apply the teaching of capoeira. Capoeira is a Brazilian art that involves dancing and
fighting, developed by black people from the African influences, mixing with martial arts of
other cultures.
We believe that if the people learn earlier, in a fun and light way such as capoeira, about
the black culture, we could decrease the prejudice and discrimination. The steps in picture
represent someone (a teacher) taking this culture to schools, steps forming a new path built up
on less discrimination and prejudice what would make our society not exclude the origins and
values, principles, knowledge and love from our roots.
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People have different flights, but they have the same right to fly

Evandro Sussi and Fabrício Silva

Picture taken for the Project Images (1st semester/2014)
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The theme of the picture is generosity. It is represented by the teacher (owl, symbol of
wisdom), who mediates the sharing of knowledge acquired throughout his life. This sharing is
generous, a free sharing of knowledge without asking anything in return, that just uses the
shared knowledge.
The teacher besides her/his generosity can promote inclusion through his/her classes,
which can include people of different tastes and opinions, leading to the same goal, the search
for knowledge. These students come from different bodily experiences, but can reach the
ultimate goal, through the teacher who is the generous driver.
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Positive Effects of Meditating

María Antonia Escobar Marciot
Centro Holístico Expande tu Ser
Student of the Advanced Business English Course, Universidad YMCA, Mexico
contacto@expandetuser.com
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I am a chemical engineer dedicated to project management in research and development
and to leading a holistic center in Mexico City, where I give energetic therapies and selfhealing courses. My interest in spirituality began when I was 15 years old, when my sister give
me the book called The Third Eye by Lobsang Rampa (1956) as a present; it is a book that
tells the story of a little boy that was sent to a Buddhist monastery by his parents, to become a
monk. The book narrates how his life was in the monastery and how he became a monk. After
reading this text, I started to read metaphysics books, studying the laws of the universe
according to The Kybalion by Los Tres Iniciados (2003). After that I felt the need to receive
Reiki therapies (a Japanese healing technique in which the therapist is a channel of energy of
the universe and passes the energy through him/her for the person that is receiving the therapy;
the meaning of Reiki in Japanese is: Rei-universe, ki-energy), with my first teacher, who I
met, because I heard her once on a radio station during an interview. I started to feel very well
with these therapies and practiced the meditations that she used to leave me a kind of
homework, until I came back to the next Reiki session. These meditations consisted on placing
some stones and quartz in specific energetic points of my body; others included visualizations
of geometric figures for balancing my energy, and others were regarding the practice of being
rooted to the earth (for those who believe in past lives, some people have the association to be
in the earth with suffering, so they don´t like to be “rooted” to the earth, and they feel as if
they are floating. To be rooted to the earth is very important because we need to be connected
to the earth and to the universe to receive the energy (energy of the universe, source, God
creator of all that is) that we need to work well (besides the energy that we receive from
breathing and from the food). In those times was my first contact with meditation, then I keep
studying other healing techniques that involved meditation, like the Melchizedek Method and
Magnified Healing. Also Qi Gong (a Chinese meditation with movement, and also Qi means
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“energy” in Chinese and Gong means “to master”, it could be said that Qi Gong means to
master energy) and I directed a weekly meditation session with the purpose to meditate for the
good of humanity and Earth.
I am writing this essay with the purpose of giving information on what is meditation and
the benefits people can get out of practicing it. I hope that this information be useful for the
readership.
What about dedicating some minutes of your free time for meditation? Imagine it´s time
for your break at your job or maybe you have already arrived to your home after a normal
working day. Here are some reasons that I have heard about why people don´t practice
meditation: “I haven´t found the space and time to be in peace, so I can relax and meditate”; “I
just can´t meditate, it´s very difficult to keep focused on my meditation”; “Each time I try to
meditate, I fell asleep”. These are some comments that I have received from my clients, and I
have also experienced some of them. Perhaps it can be thought that for meditating, it is needed
to be in a silent place and that we need to be isolated from others. This is an ideal situation, but
with the practice we can be able to meditate anywhere, at any time without needing
completely silence around us.
Meditation helps us to find ourselves. In a world with so much information, so much
stimulation and messages of how we have to look, to dress or how we have to be, it is easy to
get lost. In the book Divine Nourish (Jasmuheen, 2010), the author says that “Constantly
ignoring our authentic being is the number one cause of all illnesses in the world, and that the
lack of our holistic conscious and/or the lack of believe in its power, blocks the ability of
keeping us properly nourished.” When practicing meditation, we become aware of our real
needs in many aspects. Talking about what kind of food our body requires, it helps us to
realize where the cravings for certain kind of food are coming; it could be because we are
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used to eating certain kinds of food that reminds us of a certain part of our lives, like for
example, our childhood, or it could be that we are receiving the message of our body that we
need that food because it contains the nutrients that it needs. We can also realize if the amount
of water that we are drinking is enough, if we need to have more rest, or if we feel the need to
exercise. About the way that we are conducting our lives, we can get more clarity, for
example, if it is really the way that we want to live it, if we are satisfied with it, and not
because of trying to accomplish the expectations of people around us. It is said by Mark and
Elizabeth Prophet (2002) and other spiritual teachers that we all have certain gifts to share
with others, and that no one can do that special thing that we are here for. Sadness, frustration
and anger are some feelings that could appear when we are going against this, and after these
feelings, illness could appear.
So, meditation could be considered as a part of the healthy habits to prevent illnesses.
“Why do we meditate? To accelerate our evolution. To accelerate it through getting to God. If
we don´t meditate, what happens? We simply think. That is what happens. Our thoughts are
like a river, and the thoughts that are like a river start in this point and flow” (Prophet and
Prophet, 2002, p. 32). It is our choice to meditate or not. As Mark and Elizabeth Prophet said,
it accelerates our evolution, as we become more aware of us and of the connection of us with
everything that surrounds us. They talk about God, as a universal God, God creator of all that
is, without linking it to a specific religion, also I will refer to the same concept of God
throughout this essay. The British physiologist Rupert Sheldrake (2009) wrote a book A New
Science of Life, in which he presented a theory that if one member of a biological species
learns a behavior, the morphogenetic field (invisible organizational field through which the
systems are regulated, besides the physical laws) of the whole species changes. This could be
seen with the young generations and the use of technologies, which is very easy and familiar
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for them. Taking about meditation, I have seen this with a five-year-old student that when she
went to my class she already was practicing meditation in an intuitive way. There was an
experiment conducted in Japanese islands in the 1960’s by Japanese primatologists, that Dr.
Lyall Watson, a British biologist mentions in his book, Lifetide (1979), which confirms
Sheldrake´s theory. It consisted in feeding a group of monkeys with sweet yams that were all
covered with dust. After some time a young female monkey started to wash them before
eating, she continued doing this for some weeks, and then all the group of monkeys were
repeating the same procedure. They also realized that this habit was also repeated in other
groups of monkeys that were on other islands. To have an evolution of conscience in humanity
is required to cultivate more virtues, as we have exceeded the vices or bad habits, it is required
for example, that more quantities of people start to meditate to create that shift in the
conscience of humanity that has been mentioned by different spiritual guides. Talking about
the river of thoughts, and what happens if we don´t meditate, it could possibly be a continuous
judgment to oneself or others and the continuous judging to oneself and then the river of
thoughts becomes heavier (continuous judging could be an example of humanity’s bad habit,
for there is a lot of energy wasted while judging and criticizing - imagine if this energy is used
for creative purposes for the welfare of humanity). People are distracted with all these
thoughts and needs that never stop, so people get used to never stop thinking. It is important to
make a difference between the logical thoughts and reasoning from the “mental noise” or this
river of thoughts.
Now, talking about evolution in our bodies, there are studies on people that practice
meditation that reveal that they possess more folds on some parts of the brain cortex. It is
considered that the higher number of folds the cortex has, the better the brain works (Muñoz,
2012). There is a correlation between intelligence and the amount of brain folds. Having more
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folds means to have more grey matter. “After only 11 hours of learning a meditation technique
(based on Traditional Chinese Medicine), positive structural changes in brain connectivity can
be tested, as illustrated by increasing efficiency in a part of the brain that helps regulate a
person's behavior” (Johnson, 2011). This could be helpful with people with illnesses like
depression, paranoia or addictions. Thus, meditation could be part of the treatment that is
given to people that suffers these disorders or addictions.
Continuing with the benefits of meditating related with the brain and mind, it also
influences attention. “Buddhist meditation can improve a person's ability to be attentive. The
study found that meditation training helps people to focus for longer on a certain task.”
(Johnson, 2011) This could be very useful for people of any age, from children that get
dispersed or bored easily to teenagers at high school or senior school to professionals at work
that can increase their performance, or for example, people whose job involves to drive for
long periods or people that works in factories doing manual tasks that require a lot of
precision.
Other studies that have been done related to meditation and the benefits for practicing it,
are the ones that associate it with healing. In the book, The Subtle Body (Dale, 2009) the
author mentions that “the healing invokes at least the subtle biomagnetic fields (magnetic
fields of the body). For example, it was used a magnetometer to quantify the magnetic fields
that come from meditators and Qi Gong and Yoga practitioners. These fields were 1000 times
more intense than the strongest biomagnetic human field; those were at the same range of the
ones that are used on research laboratories to accelerate the healing of the tissues.” The human
body has magnetic and electromagnetic fields that regulate all the processes of the body and
interact with each other. The magnetic field measure is useful to determine how healthy a cell
is, by measuring the charge of the membrane of the cell. Every system of the body has its own
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level of biomagnetic field strength, when there is an illness or unbalance the strength of the
field also is affected.
Now that we have seen different benefits of meditation, let´s see the different purposes for
meditating and some kinds of meditation. According to the Academia Mexicana de la Lengua
(Mexican Academy of the Language) (www.academia.org.mx), meditation means to reflect or
to think in something with many concentration, therefore we can meditate on God, on our
connection with God, on compassion (to increase it in ourselves), or even on our breath. We
can meditate for different purposes, like for example, simple relaxation, for healing, for
manifesting things in our lives, to connect with Mother Earth, to have inner peace, etc. About
the techniques for meditation there are lots that can be used. For example guided meditations
or meditating with mantras. The experience of meditation is unique for each person, even if
there is a group of people that is meditating with the guide of a teacher, the experience and the
sensations are different for everyone, because all of us have different worries, needs,
unbalances that could be fixed while meditating or it could be that we receive some inspiration
of how to solve a problem.
How can we make meditation part of our lives? “The actions of eating, walking, etc., can
become a meditation for personal life living in a balanced and moderate way, avoiding the
path of excess. So we live life in a meditative way, accepting what life gives us and adapting
accordingly, from somewhere within ourselves and peace and understanding of the events we
experience.” (Hounsome, 1996, p. 27) Having this lifestyle definitely helps us to continue
expanding our conscience and to become aware of us and what surrounds us. As we became
more aware of us and about the environment, we also could be more aware about possible
dangers and prevent them, for example, a car accident or a robbery. It is integrating meditation
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to our daily tasks, so there cannot be any excuse about not having the time or space to
meditate.
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